DEPARTMENT ACTIVITY

Year - 2011-12

Poster making

The poster making competition was organized on 2nd August 2011. The topic for the competition was “impact of inflation”. Students actively participated in the competition and everyone got an opportunity to display his/her creativity and artistic talent in which Chandrama Dal of B.Com 1st year got the 1st prize, P. Dalchini of B.Com 2nd year scored 2nd position and Kamlesh Sinha of B.Com 3rd year was in 3rd position.

Instrumental Competition

The PG Department of Commerce had organized an instrumental competition on 10 Sep 2011. The honourable chief guest was Rd. M.G. Roymon (Principal in charge). The purpose of organizing such event was not only to create in sense of healthy competition among students but also help them to learn and improve themselves. Participants were judged on the basis of rhythm, lyrics and voice modulation. Winners of the competition were G. Satish Kumar of B.Com 2nd year stood first and Ashish Thomas of B.Com 1st year was second and Juhi Roy of B.Com 1st year secured third position.

Year - 2012-13

Industrial Visit

The P.G. Department of Commerce under the aegies of Commzenith had organised an Industrial visit to “the Century Cement” Raipur on 9th Aug 2012. An Engineer In charge/Production Manager gave a brief introduction of the factory and explained the process involved in manufacture of cement where students were shown the site visit and a lecture was organised by CA Neeraj Goel and he explained the material handling and its accounting. Students gained practical knowledge, their respected field along with the understanding of managerial work level in company.
**Instrumental Competition**

Commzenith the Commerce Association of St. Thomas has organised instrumental competition on 28 Sep 2012. The Hon’ble Chief Guest was Dr. M.G. Roman, Principal In charge, St. Thomas College, Bhilai. The purpose of organising such event was not only to create a sense of healthy competition among students but also help them to learn and improve themselves. Participants enraptured the audience. Participants were judged on the basis of rhythm, lyrics, modulation and lay. Winners of the competition were Sunny. K. Daniel, B.Com. Part-1 got the First Prize. Ashish Thomas and G. Satish Kumar of B.Com final year scored the second position.

**One Day Seminar on Communication Skill**

Commzenith the Commerce Association of St. Thomas College had organised a Seminar on the topic “Communication Skill” the lecture was given by an eminent person in the field of grooming communication among the youngsters, Shir Rajeev Saran Das, Additional Director of EVO, Bhilai. He was working as AGM in Bhilai Steel plant till the year 2002. The guest speaker gave valuable information to students regarding soft skill, clarity speaking, communication gap, communication problems.
**Quiz Competition**

A quiz competition was organised by P.G. Department of Commerce (Commzenith) the commerce association on 12th Dec 2012 in order to aware the commerce students regarding changing scenario of modern economic and political world. The Chief Quest for the occasion was Principal In charge Dr. M.G. Roman. The students were selected after the preliminary selection round. Teams were named as Team A- Comprising Students of First Year. Team B – B.Com 2nd year, Team C – B.Com. final year and Team D of M.Com.

**Year - 2013-14**

**Instrumental Competition**

Commzenith the commerce association of St. Thomas College has Organised an Instrumental competition on 20 Sep 2013. Participants were judged on the basis of rhythm, lyrics, modulation and lay. Winners of competition were first prize to Bipasha Mukherjee (C1,A), 2nd Prize to Ankita Das (C2A) and third prize to Anikit Saha (C2C).

**Quiz Competition**

A Quiz Competition was Organised by the P.G. Department of Commerce (Commzenith) the Commerce association in order to aware the commerce students regarding changing scenario of modern economic and political world. The preliminary round was held on 6th October 2013, around 120 students were participated on that. The final round was organised on 11th December 2013. Teams were named as Team-A – comprising students of B.Com. First year, Team-B – Students of B.Com. Second year, Team-C – Students of B.Com. Third year and Team-D – Students of M.Com. B.Com. first year students were the winner, team members were Amita Saha (C1B), Rohit Verma (C1F), Anamika Mishra (C1C) and Ashin Saji (C1A).
The runner up team were B.Com. II\textsuperscript{nd} year students Ankita Das (C\textsubscript{2}A), Mamta Kumari (C\textsubscript{2}A), Purina Gupta (C\textsubscript{2}A) and Manish Sharma (C\textsubscript{2}E).

**Year- 2014-15**

**Community Service**

The P.G. department of Commerce under the ages of Commzenith went for a community service to Dr. Baba Saheb Ambedkar Higher Secondary School, Station Maroda, Bilai, Dist. Durg. The 30 P. G. Students along with staff members of the Commerce Department had an interactive session with the students of stream, where Prateek Chatterjee of M.Com. 3\textsuperscript{rd}Sem had given brief prospects of Commerce for their career. At last query was conducted for the students. Students activity participated on that, where prize were given for the correct answer’s apart from that soap strips were distributed to all the students as a mark of cleanliness.

**Guest Lecture**

The P. G. Department of Commerce organised a Guest Lecture on E-Trading under the aegis of Commzenith on 21 Nov 2014. Mr. Sanjay Ashathar, Regional Manager of E-trading Academy Skill Development Centre was the guest on the occasion. He spoke on the Topic “Career opportunities in Financial Market.”
**Quiz Competition**

A Quiz competition was organised by P.G. Department of Commerce (Commzenith) the commerce association on 5th Dec 2014 in order to aware the commerce students regarding changing scenario of modern economic and political world. The Chief Guest for the occasion was Principal Dr. Reny Gergre. The students were selected after the preliminary selection rounds. Teams were named as Team A-comprising students of B.Com. First year. Team B – B.Com – second year, Team-C – B. Com. Final year and Team D of M. Com students.
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**Year- 2015-16**

**Blood Donation Camp**

The P.G. Department of commerce under the aegis of (Commzenith) the commerce association along with NSS and NCC unit in association with skand ashram, Bhilai and Model Blood Bank Dr. Ambedkar Hospital, Raipur jointly organized a blood Donation Camp. The main aim of the Blood Donation Camp is to wipe off the scarcity of blood and ensure availability of safe and quality blood round the clock this will lead to alleviation of human sufferings even to the far flung remote areas in the state of Chhattisgarh. About 150 students registered for blood donation out of which 80 students were able to donate blood as a donors went through a series of medical check-up before donating blood. Donors were given a certificate of appreciation for the service of humanity.
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Quiz Competition

Under the edges of P.G. dept. Of Commerce (Commzenith) had organised a quiz Competition on 07 Dec 2015. The main objective of Competition was to create awareness for raising the bar of excellence to a very high level. The P.G. Dept. Had conducted preliminary round of this competition on November 28th 2015, in which 75 students actively participated. After that preliminary round 16 students were selected for final quiz bonanza. Out of these 16 students, teams were finalized. These teams were named as Team -A (comprising students of first team), Team -B ( B.com-II), Team -C ( B.com III) and Team -D of M.com students.

Awareness Campaign

The P.G. Department of commerce under the aegis of commzenith organized an awareness campaign in collaboration with C.G. Chamber of Commerce and Industries, Raipur titled “ZINDAGI NA MILEGI DOBARA” at St. Thomas College with a view to create awareness among the student on various issues like – say no to polythene, save girl child, say yes to helmet and Anti-Narcotic. Shri Ajay Bhasin (president, yuva chamber of commerce) grace the occasion as chief guest in his address he expressed that we should make efforts to create awareness among the student about the harmful effects of polythene bags. Students must follow the traffic rules for safety and safe life. Shri. Raj Mani (Chhattisgarh traffic police) in his address said that wearing helmets help in preventing head injury. Addressing the gathering Smt. Shanu Mohanan said that illegal practice of female foeticide and appealed the students to join the campaign “save the girl child and try to change the mindset, within our families are inspire others to think positively towards the girl child. A quiz was organized for the students and the winners were awarded by chamber of commerce. An Anti-Narcotic pledge was taken by all the students and faculty members who was administered by chamber of commerce. Principal of the college Dr.Reny George, vice-principal Dr.M.G.Roymon, Shri Gargi Shankar Mishra (vice – president, yuva chamber of commerce) and Shri .Bagchandani was also present for the campaign.
**Guest Lecture**

The P.G. dept. Of Commerce under the aegis of (Commzenith) had organised a guest lecture on the above mentioned topic. The speaker was Dr. Rajesh Chandra Gupta Govt. Chhattisgarh College, Raipur. Dr. Tapesh stressed in his lecture that how to improve the communication skills and how to be successful in academic field and the other fields as well, the body language and physical appearance is very important. He urged the students to improve the presentation skill to become a successful manager in life.
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**Year- 2016-17**

**Community Service Programme**

The Commerce Association 'COMMZENITH' of St. Thomas College organized a community service programme in Pithora village of Mahasamund district on 6/10/2016. Under the able guidance of Dr. Ashok Kumar Mishra, head of department of Commerce & Dr. Bhuvana Venkatraman, coordinator of community service, 20 M.Com students volunteered for a special campaign to raise social awareness against substance abuse. The guests of the programme included the village sarpanch, up sarpanch, principal of the high school and social worker Mrs. Shanu Mohanan.

A street play accentuating the ill effects of drug addiction on a family, importance of girl education and women empowerment was performed by a group of students, namely Susmita Pujari, Ritesh Kumar Patel, Shyjos Mathews, Dineshwari Rawte, Anurita Singh, Sheeali Bhensle, Sijo Saji George & Akshara Suresh.

In order to sensitize the people against drug abuse, the students took out a rally in the village highlighting the disastrous effects of drugs and urged them to lead a healthy life. Holding placards & banners, they protested against the rise in use of drugs among youth which not only affects the social environment adversely but also produces many school dropouts. They appealed to the youths to shun the drugs and tried to instill a sense of responsibility among them to contribute to the development of the country.

In addition to the activities focusing on evils of drug addiction, the students gave valuable information regarding the central and state schemes formulated for the benefit of the rural people and explained in detail the procedures for availing it. Vabhravi Yadav & Shreyansh Tripathi distributed pamphlets regarding the different schemes and the people whom the villagers can approach for launching them in their areas.
GUEST LECTURE

The P.G. Department of Commerce under the aegis of Commzenith organized a Guest Lecture on 7th Dec 2016 for both U.G and P.G students. Ms. Shivangi Jaiswal a Research Consultant was the Guest speaker on this occasion. She gave her lecture on the Topic “GST” and “NSE MODULES”.

Community Service Programme

The Commerce Association 'COMMZENITH' of St. Thomas College organized a community service programme in Janjgir village of Durg district on 19/12/2016. Under the able guidance of Dr. Ashok Kumar Mishra, head of department of Commerce & Dr. Bhuvana Venkatraman, coordinator of community service, students of B.Com second year volunteered to make the rural people aware about Clean India Initiative and cashless, digital transactions. The play on ‘Swachh Bharat’ intended to educate the villagers to keep the environment clean and highlighted the issues related to public sanitation, door-to-door garbage collection, requirement of individual toilets, community toilets and solid waste management. The second play focusing on demonetization aimed to educate people about cashless and electronic transactions, e-wallet transactions, plastic money and transactions through mobile. The students discussed the benefits of demonetization and explained electronic spending features to the residents which would free them from the need to carry cash and ensure product guarantee for consumer & proper tax for the government. The group of students who performed the play before 200-250 villagers during that night included Khilesh kumar Sahu, Praveen Koma, Vipin Minj, Rishikant Raj, Kamesh Verma, Neeraj Maravi, Prateek Mudgal and Himanshu Guleriya. The play was narrated, written and acted by Tejesh Patel of the same class. At the end of the programme, all the people present took a pledge that they would help in maintaining cleanliness in their surroundings.
Quiz Competition

The P.G. dept. of Commerce under the aegis of (Commzenith) organised a quiz Competition on March 8, 2017 in Seminar Hall. 44 students actively participated in this competition. The competition was very informative and knowledge enriching for the participants, while ensuring that the students can learn through all possible ways not just through books and classroom teachings. The first prize was secured by Ritika Mrida of M.com second semester. While Rajat Nair of B.com III stood second and third prize was bagged by two students, Shivin Shabet Gwal of M.com fourth semester and Tejash Patel of B.com-II.